OUR SERVICES
FOLD HAIR 20,00€
With shampoo, conditioner and pre-fold products from REDKEN professional line.
LEARN YOUR STYLE 10,00€

Have fun feeling free to create your look using our instruments and professional products,
under advice and supervision of a professional.
(hair care not included)

MASK 7,00€

Follow our advice to give your hair a deep hydration.

USE OF ADDED TOOLS 7,00€
(dyson, curling iron, hair straightener, etc...)
CUT SRVICE

Let be seduced by the artist and gives your hair the coolest lines of the moment.
Woman starting from 27,00€
Man 22,00€
Baby Unisex 17,00€

COLOR SERVICE starting from 30,00€

Gives your hair the naturalness of a bright and lasting color, using our REDKEN professional
products.

POSER starting from 20,00€
A service that gives to your hair the right chromatic vibration and the maximum
brillancy.

Tel. 349 5247368
V.le Pompeo Batoni,127 55100 Lucca
presso “Il Pinturicchio”
www.cappinis.it

info@cappinis.it

HAIR PHARM

TECHNICAL SERVICES

PH BONDER CONCENTRÉ starting from 15,00€

EXTENSION "GREAT LENGTHS" TAPES

Thanks to this treatment it’s possibile to intensify future treatments, in case of heavily
exploted hair.

Real hair treated to the highest quality, double-side and reusable, that allow you to have
rich, thick, voluminous hair, that enhance your charme and feminility.

INTENSIVE MASK WITH HOOD strarting from 10,00€

Inspired by the beauty face mask, realises in a few moments all the hydration for medium
thick and deconstructed hair.

PERM starting from 50,00€
Latest generation technology without ammonia, that gives your hair a natural curly or loose
waves.

CHEMISTRY starting from 15€

"NO RAIN" TREARMENT starting from 60,00€

It’s a personalized and combinable service, based on costumer needs, thanks to four kinds
of boosters (volume, color, hydration)

Based on vegetable acids, drastically reduces frizzy hair, giving your hair a deep hydration.

HEATCURE starting from 20€

Innovative product wich allows the hair to achieve excellent and perfect straight hair.

Instantly regenerates the appearance of damaged hair, thanks to essential oils, honey and
beeswax, giving you a lasting and guaranteed benefit for up to 10 shampoos.
Is also possible to extend these benefits with special maintenance at home.

RIMAPPATURA "SWEET" starting from 20,00€
Smart remapping that gives the hair a maximum hydration, without weighing it down and it
allows an immediate long-lasting thickening of the stem.

KERATINA starting from 3.00€ al gr

MAN STRAIGHTENING starting from 25,00€

LIGHTENING

Created to make you unique and give to your hair a natural effect, like sun lightening, with
possibility to choose one from our techniques:

CLASSIC TECHNIQUE starting from 60,00€
(meches, tricottage, etc..)

FASHION TECHNIQUE starting from 80,00€

(balayage, degradè, sun kiss, curlayage, cono, etc..)

All of those techniques include the price addiction of PH-BONDER, that allows to work in
total safety, protecting and renforcing the capillary bonds.
It also balances and preserves the integrity of the hair fiber giving you a unique softness.
FOR ANY OTHER REQUESTS CONTACT THE STAFF.

ALL OUR SERVICES INCLUDE PERSONALIZED ADVICE
INCLUDED IN THE PRICE

